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In reflecting on this topic and how to offer a significant treat-

ment, briefly I WAS struck with the arrogance of one who accept* such an

assignment. Surely he Bust assume a special position in God's kingdom,

only a whisker reaoved from those few chosen to be "Bloae Directors" within

that infinite source of titular distinction called the International

Biological Programme, I aa unable to direct any biome or otherwise to

control evolution in any significant way. I aa limited to a simple report

of how I see things, colored perhaps by soae flagrant biases accumulated

through experience.

Theory in ecology is evolutionary theory and the detail* of the

science are the detail* of the evolutionary adaptation* of organ! sas, or

arrays of organisms, to their own special clrcuastanccs. These very

circumstances are themselves, in large part, the product of evolution and

therefore within the context of "Adaptations1*. But an approach, organlsa

by organism, population by population, holds only a little more potential

for significant simplification at the level of the ecosystem than the

molecule by molecule approach has for predicting the pounc? of the tiger*

Two processes that are central to the theory of ecology seea to offer soae

vital insights. The processes are succession and retrogression* opposite

sides of the same coin. They are important not only because they are at

the core of ecology, the basis of most theory, but also because we are

experiencing both processes now, worldwide, on a massive scale oftem without

recognizing them.
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I shall uaa exaaples froa tarrattrtal studies within ay own

progras at Brookhavan, although 2 believe that tha conclusions apply to

aquatic and aarlne systese and 2 an wall aware that thara ara other exaaples.

Tha question we ask is tha extent to which tha thaory of acology la likely

to require Modification on tha basis of currant rasaarch. Iha ansvar

appsars to ba that S O N Modification seeas appropriate but that tha broad

tbaory Is supported In ever graatar data11.

Succession; Confsfnrary thaory, developtd largaly on tha basis

of work by Cleaenta (It28), Cowlas (lft9t1901), Cooaar (1»2«). Tanslay

(1935) and othara and avtlctttatad a«at conclsaly by Margalaf (1H3.1HI)

and Odtsa (1971) auggaata thft tha changaa that occur with succasslon

Includa an incraasa in divaralty. Mat primry productivity and in tha

dagraa of dlffarantiation of spacias, out with raspact to anothar. tha

eoaawnlty, said Claawnts, is an organissi; it has a phylogaay and an ontogany.

Tha ontogany ia( of eoursa, auecaaaion. 2 shall uaa divaraity, nat pr&sary

productivityt and tha distribution of ntitrlants to axaalna tha currant

atatua ot' thaory with naspact to auccaaaion. Tha aubjact ia tha aara.

A uaa thasa bacauaa thay ara tha principal indicts applicable at tha

acosystaai laval.

In tha fiald-to-foraat sara of cantral Long Island, diversity follows

tha traad ahown in Figure I, taken fros a study by waoawall, Holt and

Flaceua (1973). Paak dlvaraity occurred early in this sera. Diversity

declined in aid-sere, and rose again in tha forested stages without aver
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reachlng the peak of the f i f th year. On* of tho tK»et important observations

is the role of exotics, l lantt w n identified «• exotic* on the basis of

Fernald (1950). Ixoties fomtd an Important Mgment of the total population

init ia l ly mt 414 not oeenr in the later stages of succession. Elimination

of exotica fro* the entire Mr* would not change the (pattern of diversity

appreciably; the peak wwt4 a t l l l occur in tne f i f th year after abandonment.

Apparently tfeere i t in thlt Mro no vtry pronounced tendency for diveralty

to incraate eontiatently with a§t. THe attwnptlon aeona reaaonable that

an increase in diveraity wo»14 aeconpany further tneeeaiional chant* toward

oak-cheatmit or oak-hickory. The theory in thla inatance at in certain

othera doet not apply in a aiaqrle way* fhtrt I t a anbttantial haalt for

belief that the earlier tnccattional coammltlea are aore diverae.

the theory onajaatt that net prinary productivity thotald increaae

along, a aer* at the m k r of tpecles increaaea and retonreea in onpport

of l i fe accwmlate. Xt appaart to do to in the aere of central Long I t land.

The increaM la correlated not al»»ly with tiaw but with changat in the

l i fe forat of the dominant a. There i* an abrupt r l M in the herbaceotia

stage to 300-400 g of dry organic aattar /a/yr and a subsequent riae with

'the transition to foraat (Fig. 2) . The net primary production of the forest

i t about 1200 g/m2. Ixotict contribute aanjor fraction of the total net

production in the earliest ttagat of the M M , hut their contribution

drop* rapidly in the third year although the species persist for 20 yeara.

Xt ia not alwaya true that net prlaary production i t high in aarliar
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stages of succession. Nor ie it necessarily true that net production of

auccession.il forests approaches that of later aucceaaional or climax

forests.

Us might ask how set primary production Itself is partitioned

among species along this sere* Net primary production is the principal

reeource in support *f life. He know that there are certain limits on its

distribution, fixed in part by laws of thermodynamics* tut it i» reasonable

to aeeumt that the. apportionment of the fixation of carben among speelee

should skew adaptive pattema *» well* The dominance-diversity curves

used meat recently by 1. H. Vhlttaker are one means of exploring these

relationships (Pig* 3). Theae are curves developed by plotting net primary

production by species against the sequence of species from that with the

largest net primary production to the smallest* The process was repeated

for each stage in the sere studied.

The strongly linear, logarithmic series are characteristics of

communities in which dominance ia concentrated in a few species. Where

diversity ie higher, net production tends to be shared somewhat more

equitably among aeverel species and the curves acquire a hump* It ia

tempting to suggest that these ta—unities are more mature in an evolutionary

sense; that the epeclea are more precisely Integrated one with another.

The graph lends limited support to that view* Certainly the most diverse

communities ahow the greatest deviation from the logarithmic relationship

and it is in theae middle amcceaeional comautiitiee that the exotica,

although present, diminish in importance as '.hough excluded from a cloaed
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corporatlon. Perhaps in this sere the greatest degree of mutual adaptation

among plants occurs in these more diverse intermediate stages of succession.

Additional support for the hypothesis that a tendency toward

the sigmold frosi an dominance-diversity curves reflects a higher degree

of Mutual adaptation among plants corns irom examination of synusla,

small subcosawnitfes chat have considerable fidelity of structure and com-

position over large areas and are commonly thought to be especially durable,

evolutlonarily stature assemblages. The VacciniUM-Gaylussacia syimsium

of the otak-pine forest is one such example as is the cosBMMity of herbaceous

species of the forest floor (Fig. *)» Both these synusia tend to contribute

toward a sigmoid flattening of the dominance-diversity curve for the

forest.

If there is pattern in th« distribution ot net primary production,

can there 1 M pattern in the distribution of nutrients in an evolutlonarily

mature cosamtiityt How are nutrients distributed among species in the oak-

pine forest? If higher plant species are equal commensals at the nutrient

feast, their swan nutsient concentrations, averaged over all tissues by

species, should approximate the mean for the forest as a whole* Such

does not appear to he the case according to Ifeodwell, Uhittaker and Houghton

(1973). The species of the oak-pine forest contain nutrients in strikingly

different proportions. I* figure 5, tal-en from a detailed study by

IPoodwell, Uhittaker and Houghton (1973), the nutrient content of species

is expressed «s deviations from the average for the forest as a whole. The

differences apply to biomass and to net primary production; there is a
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consistency of pattern between the bioasss and nat production aa sight be

expected, but tha differences in tha distribution of nutrients aaong spades

ranaln. If tha specie* are ceasMnsals, their shares are disproportionate,

not only euong species but also anting nutrients. It is difficult to consider

that such a relationship could be anything but "adaptive*1 reflecting tha

differential partitioning of nutrients.

Tha patterns in succession that I have examined here with greater

^stail than they have co-only bean examined but in such leas detail than
of the

they daaanre, ainply reinforce the iaxwrtsnat role that succession plays in

ecology and the reason for examining succession as a touchstone of ecological

theory* The story Is incomplete without axaainlug retrogression as wall:

the patterns of change brought by chronic disturbance.

Retrogressiont One oi tha very best axauoles of retrogression As

the Irradiated Forest at lrookhaven national Laboratory, a decade-long

experiment on the ecological effects of ionising radiation. The forest

appeared as shown in Figure 6a In September of 1961 when a large gasm

radiation source was being established in the center of it* In the apring

of 1962, it appeared as shown in Figure 6b and eleven yeara later in May.

1973 it appeared as shown in Figure 6c.

The seat iayortant observation in this axperlawnt was that the

changes in tha structure of the vegetation followed patterns that are

well known. They are not peculiar to the effect of ionising radiation.

The changes are representative of the changes that occur along virtually

any gradient of increasing blotlc stress, whether it be oxides of sulphur
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froa) a eawlter, salt spray along a setshore, or the coaplex of factors

callad naxpoauraM on a aount&in slop* (Woodwell, 1970).

Tba pattarn ia developed through the prograaaiva elimination of

species, ona or two at a time by higher and higher exposures. In tha

irradiated foreat the pine (tlnna Jlli&) waa wary much more sensitive to

ionising radiation than other planta and waa eliminated first, leaving a

foreat that appeara intact to a caeuel observer. Slightly higher exposures

eliminated two more species, Ouerctis ajba and £. coccinea. tha two oaka

and left a eoaaMmlty of ahruba and tree sprouts. At higher exposures tha

shrubs war* eliminated, and than the herbs, leaving a devastated zone

at highest expoeurea where no higher planta survive. Kara certain popula-

tions of ltchena, aoeees, algae and soil fungi persevered. These, too,

are resistant fora* that auv.-viva aan/ insults, not fiaply ionising radiation.

This ia the patteia of aaejage that was established in the first

year of tha experlaeat. lleven years of chronic exposure has Increased

the circle of daawga and given tiaw for the invasion of aucceaalonal

species, lut the changes over tiaw have alaply reinforced tha broad

pattern eaubliahttd initially.

The pattern ia one of progressive simplification of structure!

first, tha trees are ellsdnated; than the shrubs; iUen tha herbaceous

planta. tflthln tha lichen* sMMa a«d soil fu»gua loa—iwltlea tha aasM

pattern holds. The swra coaplex, taller atatured forae are elfatlnated

first, fhe simpler fora* peralat. Am exaaple provided by Dr. f. Gocheaavr
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of Adtlphi University shows that among the soil microfungi those with staple

fruiting structures persist at high radiation exposures. So do thick-walled,

spore forming, melanlsed foms (fig. 7).

Similarly, the successions! cpecies that have invaded the central

devastated cone of the forest are species characteristic of disturbed sites:

two species of Bubus, Fhvtolacca —ericana. ComptfoqU oeretrina. Brechtites

hieracifolia (firewsed) and very few others. These a** hardy species of

disturbed sites, characteristic of blotically and chemically impoverished

communities•

I have suggested elsewhere that these changes are too faaillat,

too consistent among diverse types of disturbances, not to reflect a high

degree of preadsptatiom (Wooawall 1970), The mechanisms are several. What

is Important it that although in this instance the response hat been elicited

by ionising radiation, the adaptations that ordained this patten were

probably not in response to ionising radiation, but to a complex of

environmental factors. The experiment tells us much about the effects of

human activities em the structure of «he biota*

We ask what happens to diversity, met primary production, the pool

of nutrients? The answer is clear in the broad context: all are reduced,

approximately in proportion to the reduction in stature and complexity of

the forest.

The availability ef nutrient* in soils follows the same pattern.

After oevt* years exememgeeble ejuamtities of Ma, K and Mg were reduced

ampameiably aleng the gradient, ami the evidence is that further reductions
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can be expected with continued reduction of the vegetation (Fig. 8). Ca

and P increased in soils, probably due to losses frost the vegetation.

A reestabllshaent of forest will require succession, the rate of which

will certainly be Halted by the accraeulation of nutrients*

Succession and retrogression lie *t the core of ecological theory

end should lie at the com of theories of atnageaent of biotic resources.

The broad basic theory that interprets //accession toward a&turity or

cliaax as developmental and progressive leading toward an increased

capacity for long t*ra support of life seeas aore rigorous today than

ever before. The details of these adaptations include the partitioning

of nut production, the division of Che nutrient fool, and, no lens signifi-

cantly, the chaaical interactions lead to inhibition of nitrification and

other changes suggested by :•• lice and his colleagues recently {Rice and

Fancholy 1972).

Betrogressior!; articulated first by Claaents (1928), is real.

It implies « long lasting iHpoverishaent of the site including reductions

in the biota, a shift in species, reductions in nutrient inventory, and

reductions in net production, and reductions in potential for recovery.

We see it sore co—only than we recognise--in roadsides, hilltops, forests,

rivers, lakes and estuaries worldwide.

Mature appears resilient in that it springs back green after

alaoet any traataent* But there is little question that the reduction

of the biota associated with deforestation of large areas has reduced the

potential of those sites for support of life. Plant coaaunities occupy
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these sites, are well adapted to them, and sometimes channel large flows

of energy to man's use. But the theory of ecology suggests that the more

mature communities in the successions! sequence would offer aore support

far life in general, aore efficient and effective use of resources, and

greater long tens stability for these resources* The evidence accumulating

rapidly now supports this theory.

I like to hope that we are on the verge of a great new discovery.

Biology made great advances around the cellular theory of life. Perhaps

w» are about to discover, now, very late in the history of the man, that

the enviconment, too, is cellular. The cells are ecosystems, forests,

fields, estuaries, oceans; each basic biotic units, each in some stage of

evolutionary and successions! development, each containing species adapted

In way ? ftill beyond our ken to one another and interacting among themselves

to provide for stability of their environment--and ours* And X like to

hope that we shall recognise soon that the basic unit for management of the

earth1* resources is not energy, fish, food, oil—but whole units, ecosystems,

that*, function according to a set of discoverable laws, not according to

the whims of exploiters.
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FICUftB LEGENDS

Fig, 1. Diversity in the field-to-forest tern of Brookhaven, Mew York.

Diversity was Measured as the total msaber of higher plant species

per quarter-hectare plot. Exotics mire an appreciable fraction

of the total diversity in early years of succession.

Fig. 2. Met primary production in the field-to-foreit sere of Brookhaven,

H. Y. Met production of exotics declined abruptly after the second

year, although exotics persisted through nearly two decades of

succession* .

Fig. 3. Dominance-diversity curves for the field-to-forest sere at Brookhaven,

N. Y. The sigaoid foms of the intermediate stages of succession

suggest a higher degree of evolutionary adaptation among the

organisms of these stages. The adaptation has resulted in a

wider, store nearly "equitable" distribution of net primary pro-

duction. The linearity of the curves representing the later stages

suggests that these stages may be impoverished in species (ffoodwell,

Holt and Flaccus, 1973).

Fig. 4. Dominance-diversity curves for the synusia of the oak-pire forest

at Brookhaven, The shrub and herb synusia, which have considerable

fidelity of composition over large areas in eastern North America

and night be considered evolutionarily "mature11 tend toward the

sigmoid form.
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Fig. 5, lelatlv* distribution of nutrients aaong species of t*» lrookhaven

Forest. Msabers refer to nutrients: 1, M; 2, F; 3, K; 4, Ca;

3, t%; <», F«; 7t t ; I , Ma.

Fig* 6. Tht Brooktumtn lrr«4iacod fonsc during thr«t stages of eht

•XfMiiasfitt in 1H1 dNirlng ••eablithBtnt: of the imirct prior

to irradiation (a); in 1H2 aft«r o smiths1 «xpotur« to chronic

Irradiation (b); and in tht spring of 1973 afttr 12 yaars'

axpooura (c) .

Fig. 7. Distribution of soil alcrofungl along th* graditnt of ionising

radiation in th* Brookhavan Irradiatad Forest, Th* wlcrofungl

surriving high axposurcs ar* th* siapl*r foms that art coanon

in dlsturbad sites (Cochenaur and Woodwell, 1971).

Fig. 8. Ntttrlsnts in th* AQ*A, horisons of th* Irradiatad forest after

on* year's exposure to chronic gassM ircadlation (Horrill and

WoodtMll, 1973).
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